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From: Peter Csermely <petercsermely@hotmail.com> 

To: letters@globeandmail.com 

Subject: Cameron editorial, December 16th 2011 

Date: Sat, 17 Dec 2011 15:03:18 +0000 

 

Your historically illiterate editorial writer tries to draw high-sounding conclusions and tosses 

about seemimg facts that are, in fact, not at all connected. 

  

The "...monetary union.." of Austria-Hungary did not come to a "...messy end...", rather the 

political state was dismembered into smaller successor states that were created on the 'seeming' 

principle of ethnic homogeneity and national determination. Of course, it was not ... creating 

ethnic Magyars as the largest minority of Europe living outside the borders of their mother 

country. The successor states have handled their minority problems far worse than they were 

treated as part of the Kingdom of Hungary. 

The "messy end" was imposed by the victors of World War I, in the Treaty of Trianon, each of 

whom had their own agenda. 

This treaty was the first where the victors and losers did not sit down at a table and hammer out a 

just punishment for the losing side. Not knowing this, the victors, and smaller claimants, put in 

their claims for the maximum -- figuring they would be bargained down in the process. 

However, the details were so complicated that the Great Powers figured that if the first draft took 

6 months, revisions will take years. So, the first, crude draft was presented on a 'Take it or leave 

it' basis (if you 'leave it,' a state of war continues to exist and you already lost).    

  

Actually, now that I think of it, your editorial writer exhibits the same misunderstanding and 

incomprehension that the framers of the Peace Treaty did, especially the US. (And that lack of 

clear grasp directly led to World War II.) 

  

Respectfully yours 

P. Csermely 
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From: ihegedus@rogers.com 



Subject: Re: Cameron not alone- Editorial, December 16th 2011 

To: letters@globeandmail.com 

I am not sure what the point was in today's editorial when it mentioned that the Czech 

and Hungarian prime-ministers , both of  whom oppose the EU fiscal compact, lead countries 

that were parts of the Austro-Hungarian Dual Monarchy whose  " monetary union ....came to a 

messy end" at the end of the first World War. 

Prior to the Compromise of 1867 that restored  the historical status of the Hungarian 

Kingdom, the whole Austrian Empire had a single currency.  After 1867,  it still did, with 

finance, together  with  defence and foreign affairs,  continuing to be determined in Vienna for 

all of Austria-Hungary. What did cause  

" the messy end " was not an erroneously conceived currency that, unlike the euro, had existed 

for centuries, but the dismemberment of the Habsburg Empire especially by the singularly 

vindictive Treaty of Trianon that resulted in states, two of which, Yugoslavia and 

Czechoslovakia, have shown their lack of viability by since disappearing. 

  

I.Hegedus ihegedus@rogers.com 

Magyar Hírlap  Vasutak 
1. raraavis 

2012-03-14 19:00:34 

Arra nem gondol senki, hogy a vasúti közlekedés olcsóbb és biztonságosabb? Az elhagyott vonalak 
berendezéseit egyszerűen szétlopják. Később - ha a forgalom igényli - újjá kell építeni a szétlopott, 
tönkrement vonalakat Ha mégis autóbuszokat akarnak használni, tegyék sinre őket. Kis költséggel át 
lehet őket alakítani. A teherárú forgalmat is sinre kellene szoktatni. A kamionok teszik tönkre, 
rongálják az utakat és a településeket. A helyi munkanélküli, képzetlen tömegekkel lehetne karban 
tartani a töltéseket és épületeket. 

 

Magyar Hírlap 

Mesterházi: Gyönge kormány 
13. raraavis 

2012-03-16 01:48:45 

Ezek a nyomorult agyatompa emberszabásúak még mindig beszélnek? Ők, akik kiárusítottál, 
szétlopták, összehazudozták az országot. A kormányunk nem gyönge, hanem a nyugati hasonszőrű 
senkiháziainak a nyomása alatt ál. Ha azt a hazug frátert, aki kilövette a szemeket, nyakló nélkül 
osztogatta a kölcsön pénzeket lecsuknák, az egész világ "demokratái" antiszemitizmust ordítoznának.. 
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